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Abstract: Psoriasis and atopic dermatitis (AD) are multifactorial and heterogeneous inflammatory
skin diseases, while years of research have yielded no cure, and the costs associated with caring
for people suffering from psoriasis and AD are a huge burden on society. Integrating several omics
datasets will enable coordinate-based simultaneous analysis of hundreds of genes, RNAs, chromatins,
proteins, and metabolites in particular cells, revealing networks of links between various molecular
levels. In this review, we discuss the latest developments in the fields of genomes, transcriptomics,
proteomics, and metabolomics and discuss how they were used to identify biomarkers and under-
stand the main pathogenic mechanisms underlying these diseases. Finally, we outline strategies for
achieving multi-omics integration and how integrative omics and systems biology can advance our
knowledge of, and ability to treat, psoriasis and AD.

Keywords: multi-omics; psoriasis; atopic dermatitis; 3D genomics; transcriptomics; proteomics;
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1. Introduction

Psoriasis is a chronic inflammatory disease characterized by immune-mediated in-
flammation and abnormal keratinocyte differentiation, occurring worldwide and affecting
over 60 million adults and children [1]. Equally common is atopic dermatitis (AD), featured
by persistent itching, whose prevalence has been reported up to 20% among children and
10% among adults [2]. Psoriasis and AD both have a complicated etiology that involves
cytokine and immune cell imbalances. Environmental variables, genetic factors in skin
barriers, dysbiosis of skin-resident microbiomes, and immune system deficiencies are only
a few of the possible causes of psoriasis and AD progression that can be unraveled by a com-
bination of research from several angles [3,4]. The omics research opens a window to target
gene discovery and drug repurposing in psoriasis and AD by providing multidimensional
perspectives on the disease.

The central dogma, which states the transfer of information from DNA to DNA/RNA
or from nucleic acid to protein [5], is the keystone of molecular biology, leading to different
omics approaches widely used today, including genomics, transcriptomics, and proteomics
(Figure in Section 3.1) As the Human Genome Project was completed in 2001, the first
omics approach, genomics, was driven by technological developments that allowed for
the affordable study of whole genomes instead of individual variants or single genes.
Subsequently, based on hybridization of cDNA to arrays of oligonucleotide capture probes,
the mRNA expression array was developed and continuously improved to the extent
that all protein-coding transcripts could be quantified. With the rapid development of
high-throughput RNA-sequence (RNA-seq) technology, vast quantities of genomics and
transcriptomics have proven to be indispensable tools that promote the advancement
of precision medicine and the thorough study of numerous areas of molecular biology
in autoimmune skin disorders. Furthermore, genomics and transcriptomics have been
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transformed by integration with 3D genomic and epigenomic data. Single-cell and spatial
transcriptomic sequencing have also been developed to address intercellular transcriptomic
heterogeneity at the single-cell level with coordinates. About the same time that complete
genome sequences were available, two-dimensional gel electrophoresis and mass spec-
trometry emerged as powerful techniques for achieving the protein-identification process,
which further contributed to expression proteomics and cell-map proteomics [6]. Presently,
newly developed chromatographic techniques with higher resolution and sensitivity are
increasingly used in proteomics, including mass spectrometry [7]. Similar to proteomics,
small compounds investigated in metabolomics are separated using a chromatographic
method and then sent for identification by mass spectrometry and other downstream
methods such as nuclear magnetic resonance. Considering that the skin is the outer layer
of the body and is inevitably colonized by microorganisms, one essential omics method
for understanding inflammatory skin disease is studying the genomics of microorgan-
isms (microbiomics), a rapidly expanding area in which all the microorganisms of a given
population are researched.

In this review, we will discuss the application of genomics, transcriptomics, pro-
teomics, and metabolomics in psoriasis and AD and how they are used and integrated for
further analysis.

2. The Pathogenesis of Psoriasis and AD

Numerous studies have shown that the abnormal keratinocyte hyperproliferation and
differentiation are driven by interactions between various immune cells and Keratinocyte.
During the progression period of psoriasis, cytokines, growth factors, and antimicrobial
proteins are produced and form an inflammatory circuit [8]. Keratinocytes in psoriasis
patients show a higher level of oxidative stress and it is suspected that, under this stress,
TNF-α and IL-6 can be secreted to activate dendric cells and promote the proliferation of
IL-17-secreting cells [9,10]. As professional antigen-presenting cells, dendritic cells play
a significant role in the initiation phase starting the development of the psoriatic plaque
via secretion of type I IFN (IFN-α and IFN-β). Myeloid dendritic cells’ (mDC) phenotypic
maturation is aided by type I IFN signaling, which has also been linked to Th1 and Th17
differentiation and function, including the generation of IFN- and interleukin IL-17, respec-
tively. Tumor necrosis factor (TNF), IL-23, and IL-12 are secreted by activated mDCs as they
move into draining lymph nodes, the latter two of which regulate the differentiation and
growth of Th17 and Th1 cell subsets [11]. Furthermore, the maintenance phase of psoriatic
inflammation is fueled by the adaptive immune response being activated by various T-cell
subgroups [12]. In the epidermis, the Th17 cytokines IL-17, IL-21, and IL-22 stimulate
keratinocyte growth. The conventional systemic medications are immunomodulators, and
all but apremilast require careful clinical supervision due to their frequent side effects,
which primarily affect the kidney and liver. Recent biologics differ from the systemic
treatments mentioned above in that they target particular inflammatory pathways and
are given subcutaneously on varying weekly schedules. The IL-23/Th17 axis and TNF
signaling are currently the two pathways that biologics target as being essential for the
formation and maintenance of psoriatic plaque [13].

Similar to psoriasis, as shown in Figure 1, AD has a complex and multifactorial patho-
physiology that includes aspects of barrier dysfunction, changes in immune responses that
are cell-mediated, IgE-mediated hypersensitivity, and environmental factors. There have
been genetic variations discovered that may affect the skin’s barrier function and give rise
to an AD appearance [14]. The abnormalities may start with the innate immune system by
an imbalance of Th2 to Th1 cytokines, which can alter cell-mediated immune responses and
increase IgE-mediated hypersensitivity. The propensity for CD4 lymphocytes to differenti-
ate into the Th2 lineage is one of the defining characteristics of this phenomenon. Toll-like
receptorsTLR2 and high-affinity IgE receptor (FcRI) levels were found to be related [15].
Increased production of the cytokines IL-4, IL-5, and IL-13 is a result of excessive Th2 cell
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production. IgE antibodies and eosinophils are stimulated by cytokines in peripheral blood
and tissues [16].
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Figure 1. The pathogenesis of psoriasis and AD, triggers and skin manifestation of these two chronic
inflammatory skin diseases differs while similar cell types and molecular profiles are involved.
(PAMP (pathogen-associated molecular patterns), CLR (C-lectin receptors), PGLYRP (peptidoglycan
recognition proteins), NOD (nucleotide-binding oligomerization domain), TLR (toll-like receptors),
IL (interleukin), TNFα (tumor necrosis factor alpha), IFN-γ (interferon gamma), Th1 (T helper cells 1),
Th1 (T helper cells 2)).

3. Omics Approaches Applied in Psoriasis and AD
3.1. Databases

In light of the open-data policy in bioinformatics, abundant resources from global
investigators have been classified and gathered in various databases. One of the most
important databases is the GEO database, developed and managed by NCBI, also known
as Gene Expression Omnibus. The data of gene expression analyses used in the published
publications can be accessed in this database, which is free to download and include high-
throughput gene expression data provided by research organizations worldwide. It is
crucial to note that the data may require quality control. This database has gathered a
variety of omics data of many species for a number of diseases. Other databases like the
Uniprot database and the Human Metabolome Database, on the other hand, place emphasis
on providing molecular profiles as the results of omics studies. In Table 1, some of the most
frequently used databases are listed.

Table 1. Commonly used databases of omics data.

Database Name Database Full Name Application Ref.

GEO Gene Expression Omnibus repository of the National Library of Medicine All [17]

HGMD Human Gene Mutation Database Genomics [18]
Ensembl Ensembl Genomics [19]
ClinVar ClinVar Genomics [20]
eFORGE the epigenetic equivalent of FORGE, using EWAS rather than GWAS data Epigenomics [21]

HMDD the Human microRNA Disease Database MicroRNA [22]
circRNADisease circRNADisease CircRNA [23]
lncRNADisease lncRNADisease lncRNA [24]

Uniprot Uniprot Proteomics [25]
SMART Simple Modular Architecture Research Tool Proteomics [26]
PTMD Post-Translational Modification Database Proteomics [27]

HMDB The Human Metabolome Database Metabiomics [28]

PHI Pathogen–Host Interactions Database Microbiomics [29]
HMP Human Microbiome Project Data Portal Microbiomics [30]

As for traditional genomics data, reported mutations in genes associated with pso-
riasis and AD have been analyzed countless times through the Human Gene Muta-
tion Database [31] or other integrated databases, like MalaCards: The human disease
database [32]. Up to February 24, 2023, the Gene Expression Omnibus repository of
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the National Library of Medicine had collected over 200 GEO dataset series and over
20,000 samples associated with psoriasis of homa sapiens (search strategy: (“psoriasis”
[MeSH Terms] OR psoriasis [All Fields]) AND “Homo sapiens” [porgn]). Fewer samples
were collected on AD, which include over 100 series and over 1000 samples (search strategy:
(“dermatitis, atopic” [MeSH Terms] OR atopic dermatitis [All Fields]) AND “Homo sapiens”
[porgn]) [33]. Due to the complexity of utilization of proteome analysis, the emphasis can
be placed on multiple aspects of protein, leading to scattered omics data associated with dis-
ease. Querying the Uniprot database retrieved over 100 psoriasis-related proteins and over
30 AD-related proteins (retrieved on February 28, 2023) [34]. Databases for metabolomics
like The Human Metabolome Database [35] include very few confirmed metabolic path-
ways and fewer than 100 metabolites with descriptions from the original article for psoriasis
and AD. Even though results of microbiomics study focusing on pathogen–host interactions
can be retrieved online in the Pathogen–Host Interactions (PHI) database, data of common
skin disease are still lacking for the time being. In summary, as shown in Figure 2, samples
from the serum and the skin lesion of patients and healthy individuals are mostly collected
and prepared for extracting DNA, RNA, protein, and metabolite data. The research on
etiology and the discovery of biomarkers both benefit from various omics methods.
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3.2. Omics Approaches and Biomarkers

Each kind of omics approaches applied in psoriasis and AD often generates a list
of features or biomarkers related to the disease. These biomarkers can be regarded as
indicators of the diagnosis or prognosis and as clues for determining the related biological
pathways or processes. To highlight the similarity of both diseases and the consistency of
the molecular profiles extracted from multiple omics data, some of the shared biomarkers
of psoriasis and AD are displayed in Table 2.

Table 2. Common omics markers of psoriasis and AD.

Pathways Marker Name Omics Type Disease Ref.

Epidermal differentiation
pathway

S100A8(SNP) genomics Psoriasis [36]
S100A8 transcriptomics Psoriasis [37]
S100A8 transcriptomics AD [38]

S100A8(protein) proteomics AD [39]
S100A8(protein) proteomics Psoriasis [40]

IL-17-mediated
inflammatory Pathway

IL-1a(SNP) genomics AD [41]
IL-1a transcriptomics Psoriasis [42]

IL-31 Pathway IL-31 transcriptomics Psoriasis [43]
IL-31 transcriptomics AD [44]
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Table 2. Cont.

Pathways Marker Name Omics Type Disease Ref.

Calcium-permeable cation
TRPs channels

TRPV1(SNP) genomics AD [45]
TRPV1 transcriptomics Psoriasis [46]
TRPV1 transcriptomics AD [44]

TH1 cytokine

IL-13(SNP) genomics AD [46]
IL-13 genomics Psoriasis [47]
IL-13 transcriptomics Psoriasis [43]
IL-13 transcriptomics AD [48]
IL-13 transcriptomics AD [49]

IL-13(protein) proteomics AD [50]

IL-20 family cytokine
IL-24(haplotype) genomics Psoriasis [51]

IL-24 transcriptomics Psoriasis [43]
IL-24 transcriptomics AD [52]

Immunomodulatory
chemokines

CXCL1 transcriptomics Psoriasis [42]
CXCL1 transcriptomics AD [38]
CXCL1 proteomics Psoriasis [53]
CXCL1 proteomics AD [54]

IL-1 pathways
IL-36(SNP) genomics psoriasis [55]

IL-36 transcriptomics Psoriasis [56]
IL-36 transcriptomics AD [57]

3.2.1. Genomics

Genomics is the study of an organism’s genetic or epigenetic sequence information,
which aims to comprehend the structure and function of these sequences.

Genome Analysis

Numerous hereditary variables are thought to cause psoriasis and AD, which can be
investigated by genomics, an approach for determining how the entire genome is struc-
tured, functional, and regulated. Previously, family-based linkage disequilibrium studies
discovered approximately 13 psoriasis susceptibility loci [58]. With the framework for
genome-wide association studies (GWAS) of psoriasis built and single-nucleotide polymor-
phisms (SNPs) analyzed, the former loci have been confirmed. Genes within and beyond
loci were identified such as IL12B, IL23R [59], ZNF313 [60], and TRAF31P2 [61]. These
genomic biomarkers were considered potential indicators of psoriasis-causing pathways
in genetically susceptible people. Besides, disparities in DNA copy number, or copy num-
ber variations (CNV), are investigated, and subsequent research revealed that CNVs in
beta-defensin genes (DEFB) [62], IL22 [63], and FCGR3B [62] are associated with the risk
of psoriasis.

GWAS of AD including over 21,000 cases in 2015 contributed thirty-one different
chromosomal loci containing AD susceptibility genes [64]. Filaggrin, claudins, occludins-
encoding genes, serine protease inhibitor gene (SPINK-5/LEKT1, cystatin A), mast cell chy-
mase gene (CMA1), epidermal chymo-trypsin and trypsin gene, epidermal N-methyltrans-
ferase gene are all involved in the pathogenesis of AD at the level of the defective epidermal
barrier [65]. Other genes that encode proteins regulating innate and acquired immune
responses were investigated further in other omics study [65].

Epigenomics

Epigenetic studies were conducted as the first step towards understanding 3D genome
structure, involving DNA demethylation, hypermethylation, hypomethylation, and histone
modifications. Some methylation-sensitive genes, like SHP-1, were found in psoriasis in the
initial stage [66]. Following that, global CpG methylation in psoriasis was then studied [67],
and a technique known as methylated DNA immunoprecipitation sequencing (MeDIP-Seq)
was developed [68]. The discovery of inverse correlations between nearby gene expression,
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including KYNU, OAS2, S100A12, and SERPINB3, and methylation at CpG methylation
sites suggested the role of epigenetic mechanisms over important psoriatic biomarkers [66].
Patterns of DNA methylation at the PDCD5 and TIMP2 loci also provide new insights into
transcriptional regulation mechanisms in psoriasis [68]. Meanwhile, an epigenome-wide
association research on AD demonstrated 19 CpG sites with DNA methylation variations
containing genes that are mainly concerned in keratinocyte differentiation, proliferation,
and the innate immune response, S100A included [69]. Global histone H4 hypoacetylation
was found in psoriatic peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMCs) and was negatively cor-
related with disease activity, as measured by the PASI score for psoriasis area severity [70].
Interactions with environmental variables were also taken into consideration, like prenatal
factors. The role of prenatal exposure to smoke in shaping the epigenomic modification
was confirmed by leading to hypomethylation of the TSLP 5′CpG island [71].

3D Genomics

Understanding the function of chromatin topology in gene regulation is the new
hotspot in the field of genetics. This involves using the 3D genomic technique to map
out how chromosomes are organized and folded within the nucleus [72]. The spatial
organization of chromosomes and genes in the nucleus was initially visualized by DNA
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), with limited genomic loci to be analyzed [73].
High-throughput single-cell sequencing techniques have been widely employed to detect
variations in individual cells and changes in the genome’s structure [74]. Whole-genome
and whole-exome sequencing have typically been used in single-cell research [75]. Us-
ing methods based on high-throughput chromosomal conformation capture (3C), such
as high-throughput chromosome conformation capture (Hi-C), it is possible to map chro-
matin interactions across the whole genome [76] with or without single-cell information.
Gene targets within known psoriasis GWAS loci could be annotated and linked with
disease-associated enhancers, providing evidence for potential chromosome interactions in
psoriasis-related cell lines [77], especially keratinocytes [78]. Only 35% of the target genes
are found closest to the known GWAS variants, according to research on the interaction
profile of GWAS variants during keratinocyte differentiation, and more genes have been
discovered as potential novel candidates for psoriasis involvement [78]. Congeneric study
in AD is still a void.

3.2.2. Transcriptomics

An approach for investigating the variation in RNA levels in particular cells is called
transcriptomics. It provides extensive data on mRNA and non-coding RNA profiles. Tran-
scriptome analysis is now widely applied to discover biomarkers of psoriasis, including
protein-coding genes like S100A7A [79–81] and miRNAs like miR-203 [82,83], which have
been confirmed repeatedly in the light of the accelerated development of next-generation
sequencing techniques and DNA microarray technology. Similarly, the molecular profile in
AD conducted on whole skin biopsies revealed the under-expression of epidermal differen-
tiation complex (EDC) (e.g., FLG, LOC, S100A7/8/9, PI3, SPRR1A, and CLDNs) lymphoid
tissue homeostatic systems (e.g., CCL19, CCL21, and CCR7) [84]. MicroRNA (miRNA)-
mediated mechanisms in the post-transcriptional stage were furtherly discovered in AD.
MiR-155 induced by infection was discovered to be overexpressed in AD lesions, possibly
leading to T-cell activation [85]. RNA-seq on biopsy specimens has been performed with
single-cell [86–88] and spatial information [89]. Transcriptomics at the single-cell level
allows for the rapid identification of cell types, such as Tc17 cell subsets and cell states [90].
Moreover, it is also possible to identify the infiltration of innate immune cells in skin lesions
using algorithm CIBERSORT [91] or infer cell–cell communications mediated by ligand-
receptor complexes from single-cell RNA-seq data. In AD patients, activated dendritic cells,
plasma cells, resting mast cells, and CD4 naïve T cells infiltrated to an extent have shown
positive correlation with CCR7 expression [92]. Such analysis also revealed decreased
CCL27 in basal keratinocytes interacting with CCR10 in regulatory T cells in psoriasis [87].
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While describing immune regulation, it is impossible to avoid differential pseudo-time
correlation analysis, which identifies regulators of cell differentiation, transformation, and
proliferation-like FOSL1 [93] in psoriasis. Spatial transcriptomics enabled two-dimensional
visualization of cell clusters and provided a transcriptional profile of specific areas contain-
ing immune cells such as CD4+ and CD8+ TRM cells [89] in psoriatic plaque. It is believed
that these newly developed methods will be used in AD lesions soon.

3.2.3. Proteomics

As a supplement to genome translation and modification studies [6], proteomics is
the approach for determining the entire proteome of tissue and cells to further identify
the biomarkers for disease diagnosis and prognosis. In 2013, it started with a proteomics
approach on keratome skin biopsies of psoriasis patients to discover alterations of psoriasis-
related proteins S100A7, FABP5 and new potential biomarkers [94]. A large volume of
proteomic data of psoriasis and AD were generated. For clinical application, proteomic sig-
nature of tape strips from AD patients was extracted to filter minimally invasive biomarkers
before and after dupilumab treatment [54]. As single-cell sequencing technologies thrive
and rise, single-cell proteomics has been developed and has great potential for shaping the
framework of pathogenesis in psoriasis and AD.

3.2.4. Metabolomics

Metabolism plays a significant role in the etiology of psoriasis and AD since it is nec-
essary for keratinocyte inflammation, which is the shared feature of psoriasis and AD [95].
Analyzing metabolic responses to pathological and physiological stimuli in living systems
using qualitative and quantitative methods is known as “metabolomics” [96]. In psoriatic le-
sional skin and psoriatic serum, greater concentrations of phosphatidylcholines, carnitines,
and asymmetric dimethylarginine indicated enhanced cell proliferation. Unexpectedly,
sphingomyelins, which suggest a poor barrier response, were not significantly increased in
psoriatic skin as in AD [97]. The expression pattern of other major metabolism pathways
has been investigated on psoriatic skin, focusing on the composition of skin excretions [98]
and serum [99] to discover biomarkers for early diagnosis. Evidence of other metabolome
profiles, like urine metabolome, are also accumulating [100]. The profile of metabolomics
opens the window for studying immune–metabolism interactions in psoriasis and AD
on the basis of single-cell transcriptomics and metabolomics data, which deserves to be
further explored.

3.2.5. Microbiomics

By amplifying and sequencing some hypervariable sections of the bacterial 16S rRNA
gene, followed by grouping the sequences into operational taxonomic units, microbiomics
is a new approach for analyzing the microbiome [101]. Decreased bacterial diversity was
observed in psoriasis, contrary to AD, while Propionibacterium, Corynebacterium, Strepto-
coccus, and Staphylococcus were significantly increased in psoriatic skin compared with
healthy skin [102,103]. When compared to baseline or post-treatment settings, Staphy-
lococcus sequences were more prevalent in chronic AD and linked with disease sever-
ity [104,105]. However, it was found that the severity of scalp psoriasis is correlated with a
higher diversity of the scalp microbiome and the relative abundance of Pseudomonas [106].
Recent research suggests that the gut microbiome may regulate the modulatory effect
on systemic immunity, which may contribute to skin barrier function [107]. It appears
that psoriasis patients have decreased functional potential in the gut microbiota due to
intestinal dysbiosis [108].

4. Multi-Omics Strategies

From the perspectives of disease etiology, diagnostic biomarkers, therapeutic targets,
and treatment satisfaction, these disorders have significant unmet needs for personalized
medicine. The effectiveness of treatment will be increased by using a patient’s genomic,
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transcriptomic, and proteomic data to diagnose diseases, anticipate drug effects and adverse
effects, and select highly effective treatments and therapies. It will also help to lower
medical expenses and improve the possibility that novel new pharmaceuticals will be
successful in development, making it one of the industries with high expectations for
the future. In addition, researchers may gain a better grasp of the flow of information
starting at the underlying causes (genetic, environmental, or developmental) of disease and
ending where inflammatory cascades irreversibly cause functional consequences owing to
multi-omics. Therefore, multi-omics strategies are in great need to orchestrate the sequence
of omics study and foster data integration. Multi-omics strategies can be classified by
their initial focus as “genome first”, “phenotype first”, and “environment first” [109]. The
genome- and phenotype-first approaches could be changed to the omics-first approach
because of today’s abundant omics data at our fingertips, which provide more information
that is not limited to genome and phenotype.

4.1. The Omics-First Strategy

The omics-first strategy is based on the results of at least one omics study and usually
does not rely on a complex study design. According to the correspondence of the results of
different types of omics data, the omics-first strategy can be divided into parallel research
and subsequent research, as shown in Figure 3.
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4.1.1. Parallel Research for Prioritizing Biomarkers

Parallel research is a strategy using multiple online data sources and more than
one omics approach to select and confirm the reliability of a small pool of biomarkers,
including proteins and protein-coding genes. For example, transcriptomics data have
been repeatedly utilized to double-check the reliability of biomarkers with genomic data
(CARD14) [110] or merged transcriptomic data (CCL20) by the sva package in R software
(R package version 3.46.0, R version 3.2) [111]. Public transcriptomic data were integrated
into a large-scale dataset to systematically annotate the gene co-expression network and
reach a more persuasive conclusion [112]. More often, proteomics and transcriptomics are
combined to verify the consistency of the expression of biomarkers consisting of psoriasis-
related proteins and their respective coding genes. Skin proteomic studies constructed by
skin taping and skin biopsy have been extensively performed to check AD biomarkers
previously identified from genomics and transcriptomics (e.g., ARG1, KLK5, S100A8, FLG,
and SPINKS) [113]. In the last decade, the application of parallel multi-omics research on
biomarkers has expanded from diagnosis [114] to prognosis [115]. In short, the parallel
research strategy applied in psoriasis and AD contributes to narrowing down the list of
genes worthy of extra attention.
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4.1.2. Subsequent Research for Further Comprehension

Subsequent research is a strategy for excavating pathways and genes that appear
insignificant when approached by a single omics research project or by investigating
complex host–microorganism interactions. A small number of studies have been conducted
that employ this strategy, though. The following are examples of this strategy.

Genomics and Transcriptomics

In order to effectively estimate gene expression and carry out transcriptome-wide as-
sociation studies (TWAS), 3D genomic data can be analyzed with transcriptomics data [116]
to investigate the regulation of the process of transcription. For example, the function of
psoriasis-associated enhancers in the regulation of the KLF4 gene was revealed by combin-
ing the disease-focused Capture Hi-C (CHi-C) experiment, Cas9 fusion protein-mediated
chromatin remodeling (CRISPR activation), and RNA-seq [77].

Transcriptomics and Metabolomics

Expressions of enzymes-encoding genes can be studied by transcriptomics at a low
cost. Combining the transcriptomic profile of skin samples with metabolomic data in
serum, the role of Lipoxygenases (LOX) and cyclooxygenase (COX) pathways for PUFA
metabolism were determined in AD patients. 12/15-LOX and COX pathways were defined
as upregulated pathways, while n3/n6-PUFA and metabolite ratios were lower in AD
patients’ skin [117].

Proteomics and Metabolomics

Enzymes and metabolic reactions are inextricably linked, making them an ideal start-
ing point for multi-omics research. Knowledge of changes in the lipidomic and proteomic
profiles in psoriasis demonstrated that alterations in the lipidome are directly related to
changes in the protein profile in psoriasis by examining the enzymes involved in lipidome
modifications and the reaction of the endocannabinoid system to metabolic changes [118].

Microbiomics and Transcriptomics

Transcriptomics and microbiomics were automatically coupled in the experimental
design to analyze the colonized skin and its colonizers in order to understand the skin
microbe–host interplay in psoriasis. Contrary to AD, psoriasis has been shown to be
characterized by co-occurring populations of microorganisms with tenuous links to the gene
expression associated with the disease [119]. Gut microorganisms, which play an important
role in immunity and are activated by homeostasis, have been linked to dysregulated
cytokine levels in the circulatory system, including TNF-, IL-17, and IL-6 [107]. More
studies concerning the crosstalk of gut microorganisms, inflammation, and immune cells
are needed to clarify the role of gut microorganisms.

4.2. The Environment-First Approach

The environment-first approach focuses on the conditions under which the omics data
are harvested. In other words, omics approaches are superior substitutes for real-time
polymerase chain reaction (rt-PCR) and the Western blot method in these studies. For
instance, to explore the mechanisms of unconventional medicine like the Cimicifugae
Rhizoma-Smilax glabra Roxb (CS) herb pair, transcriptomics and metabolomics approaches
were used to build an enzyme-gene, compound response network [120]. For investigating
the mechanisms of conventional drugs, employing metabolomics on serum samples and
microbiomics on stool samples before and after methotrexate (MTX) treatment provides
evidence suggesting connections between the blood metabolome, gut microbiome, and
effectiveness of MTX [121]. These are good examples of multi-omics approaches applied in
therapeutic studies with the advantage of easily calibrated random error.
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5. Tools for Integrating Omics Data

Integrative omics approaches currently utilized for disease study are extending and
receiving a lot of attention. To divide the data into many different variations and identify
differences in psoriasis patients, the majority of these integration methods first use data
normalization and dimensionality reduction. Thus, mid-term multi-omics data integration
describes the incorporation of various omics data types during the goal model creation
procedure. In order to produce the final model results, the multi-omics data integration
method primarily applies molecular data from various omics types to the target model
individually. To enable the analysis and interpretation of the generated multidimensional
data, the development of improved omics data integration and analysis tools is crucial.
Typically, differential genes, proteins, and metabolites are generated routinely and then
integrated into the gene–protein–metabolite network using the MetaboAnalyst database
and the String database [122]. This method is called a multistage approach with an ini-
tial emphasis. The integration of genomics, including epigenomics, 3D genomics, and
microbiomics, with other omics data shares the same workflow [123]. On the contrary,
integrating multiple omics profiles in a simultaneous analysis is known as the “multi-modal
approach”, which relies heavily on the analytical model such as machine learning [124].
The compendium of multi-omics datasets for another autoimmune disorder, vitiligo, has
launched as an integrative database named Vitiligo Information Resource (VIRdb) [125].
For the benefit of researchers and doctors, it is hoped that a similar multi-omics database
for psoriasis will be made accessible soon.

6. Future Perspective

The development of tools for multi-omics data integration, such as “Mergeomics” [126],
and the gradual shift in the research paradigm for researchers and clinicians are currently
underway. These developments result from the decreased cost of omics analyses and
the increased awareness that omics studies help avoid drawing erroneous conclusions
under the influence of individual differences and diverse operating skills. Without a doubt,
the time has come for multi-omics strategies to help solve the disease’s jigsaw puzzle.
However, challenges remain because detailed phenotype information like BMI or PASI
score is missing for most omics data, which makes it difficult to extract data for further
statistical analysis. Additionally, due to various data sharing policies, primary data are
intermingled with downstream data in the database with or without a quality control report,
increasing the difficulty of reutilization of online data and undermining the credibility of
multi-omics research.

With a more advanced integrated omics approach, systems biology is gaining popu-
larity. In order to better identify information with diagnostic, prognostic, or therapeutic
potential, this strategy is utilized to examine the connections between various molecular
levels [127]. For a thorough examination of molecular data, bioinformatics and clinical
expertise must be combined to offer a full perspective on the disorders. Only a few clinical
practice studies on systems biology are now available in psoriasis and AD, and more
studies are required.

Nonetheless, multi-omics has already altered the perception of psoriasis early diag-
nosis and prognosis, as well as interpreted psoriasis pathogenesis in novel ways. Medical
research in the future will focus on preventive measures that fit into our daily lives, individ-
ualized therapies, and future surveillance of each person’s health indicators. Despite the
considerable gap between research discovery and clinical application, multi-omics research
has great potential for revolutionizing the processes of risk evaluation, diagnosis, personal-
ized treatment plan, and prognosis for psoriasis patients and the susceptible population.
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